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Chapter 14

14:1 The "novol" said in his

heart there is no Elokim -God

who creates administers the

world and demands an

accounting .. Novol is

translated by Targum Yoneson

the idiot one who is stupid

said there is no God .

Targum Yoneson translates in

Bible Samson I 25:25



" unevolo hu-" that contains

the root word "novol"-

stupidity . This novol this idiot

refers not only to one

individual ;but refers to a

nation to a society. They are

depraved they usher in

destruction of others.

Ultimately they will fall victim

of their short sightedness and

stupidity.



When one believes that

every thing that occurs

happens by chance and he

need not give an accounting to

God ;such a person is a fool

stupid and an idiot. One who

believes that the one who

possesses superior strength,

superior cruelty superior

cunning, is the greatest

fabricator, can lie with a

straight face , is the greatest



swindler wins; is a fool stupid

an idiot.

David composed this Psalm

having Ruach Hakodesh- a form

of prophesy.

David prophesized that

[1] Nevuzeraden a general in

the Babylonian army will

destroy the first Temple and

exile the Jews ,who were not

killed, to Babylonia.

,



[2] In Tehilim chapter 53 a very

similar Psalm is recorded. This

Psalm refers to Titus the Roman

emperor who destroyed the

Second Holy Temple built 70

years after the destruction of

the First Temple.

The Second Temple lasted

420 years .Such is the

interpretation of Rashi, who

lived at the time of the first

Crusades 1100.



However, Malbim who lived in

the early 1800s has a different

interpretation.

Malbim interprets Psalm 14 as

referring to the trials and

tribulations of David himself.

His enemies did not accept

God .

Psalm 53 refers to the

destruction of the First Temple.

Psalm 53 was not written by

David. It was inserted in the



book of Psalms because the

tragedy and anguish caused by

the destruction was equal and

by passed the worst troubles

David experienced.

The book of Psalms has ten

authors other than David.

Talmud Bava Basra 14b 15a .

14:2 God looks from His

heavenly abode to ascertain is

there some one who is wise



who searches for Elokim-God

who demands an accounting?

14:3 All have wandered off the

path . no one is Tov -good [ All

are stupid.] Not even one[ is

wise.]

14:4 For all these [individuals]

willfully transgress. They know

the law and the facts. They

recklessly elect to kill and

cannibalize the bodies of

humans ; the bodies of my



people -Jews . They never call

God . They do not give a

second thought.

14:5 The Innocents the Jews

were enveloped with fear. How

could God forsake a generation

of Tzadikim righteous people?

14:6 Jewish enemies

sarcastically scorn Jews [where

is your God? If He exists why

doesn't He come to your

salvation?]
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14:7 This is the reply.

From Zion will arise the

salvation of Israel. When God

returns the exiled Jews to the

land of Israel ; then Jacob will

be happy and Israel will

rejoice.

[Then it will be victory for God .

Two GOALS will be ACHIEVED.

[1] God's reputation will be

restored God will be vindicated.

The atheist skeptics will be put
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to shame . They will realize how

stupid they were.

[2] The Jewish people will

finally find a sanctuary in the

land of Israel.

However God helps those who

help themselves.

Until Messiah comes Jews will

only remain alive if they have

superior conventional and non

conventional weapons and

have the guts to use them;
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regardless of the casualties

inflicted upon the enemy

population. The goal is to win

at all costs to the enemy.

The Talmud relates that when

God gave the Torah to Moses

at Mount Sinai, God revealed to

Moses what nuances future

Rabbis will discover in the

Torah. God showed Moses the

nuances discovered by
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Rav Akiva 60 year following the

destruction of The Second

Temple. Moses was stunned.

He could not believe that

there would arise such a great

scholar. Moses asked God what

reward Akiva received for such

brilliance?

GOD replied that Akiva was

tortured to death by the

Romans. The Romans crushed

the revolt of Bar Kochbo. Rav
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Akiva and other sages

supported Bar Kochbo . They

thought he was the Messiah.

Moses was traumatized. He

cried out:

'This is Torah and this is its

reward???"

Talmud Bavali Menochos 29B

God replied "Keep quiet. You

have not seen the complete

picture."
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God showed Moses all the

future trials and tribulations

endured by the Jewish people.

The destruction of the First

Temple. The exile for 70 years

to Babylon.

The rebuilding of the Second

Temple by order of Koresh and

the son of Queen Esther from

the Purim story.
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God showed Moses the

invasion of Israel by Greece

under Alexander the Great.

God showed Moses the edict

of Antiyochus the Greek

emperor forbidding the

practice of Judaism under pain

of death. God showed Moses

The gallant victory of the

Hahsminoyim securing Jewish

sovereignty for 100 years under

the leadership of the sons and
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grandchildren of Matishyohu.

The clan of Kohanim.

Their hundred year rule was

followed by the rule of Herdos.

Hurdoswasan Edomite who

was forced to convert to

Judaism by KingYanai one of

the Hashmonoyim Kings.

Rome insisted that Hurdos

become King rather than other

Hashmenoyim .
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Hurdos was very sensitive to

the sensibilities of the Jews. He

rebuilt improved and repaired

the existing Second Temple.

For this he won the love and of

most Jews.

How did Rome enter the

picture in Judea?

Rome was invited by one of

the Hashmenoyim kings to act

as a bulwark against Greek

aggression. Rome promised to
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respect the sovereignty and

independence of the Jews in

Judea [what Israel was then

called. ]Rome, however,

reneged on its promise and

swallowed up Judea as part of

the Roman empire. They forced

the election of Hurdos as King.

Once Rome swallowed up

Judea as part of its empire it

taxed the people and enacted

many restrictions. Allthis
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occurred during and following

the death of Hurdos during the

reign of his sons.

As a result a large group of

Jews called zealots plotted to

throw off the yoke of Rome .

they began a war of liberation

that lasted 20 years. The sages

and scholars were opposed to

this war as well as the sons of

Hurdos . they all pleaded with
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the zealots to stop the

revolution. But to no avail.

The zealots swore to free

Judea from the yoke of Rome.

After 20 years the revolt was

crushed by Rome. The Second

Temple was burned.

Sixty years later Bar Kochbo

led a revolt and destroyed the

Roman garrison. He captured

Jerusalem and the laid the
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foundation for a new Temple.

Bar Kochbo was supported by

all the Sages who thought he

was the Messiah.

However Rome crushed the

rebellion.

The total number of Jews

killed and wounded in the two

revolts was over one million.

Rome passed edicts forbidding

the practice of circumcision
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reading and study of Torah,

under penalty of death.

The ten greatest Torah

scholars were tortured to

death. Chanaya Ben Tradyon

was burned alive wrapped in

the scroll of the Torah.

Rav Akiva had the skin on his

face ripped off by a specia

instrument of torture.

Moses cried out
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"Is this what is Torah[for the

creative skills and knowledge of

the sages of that generation]

and this is its reward? Talmud

Bavali Menochos 29b.Targum

Yoneson on Bible Deuteronomy

34:1,2,3,4.

Following extension is mine

interpretation:

Moses was devastated by

viewing what the future had in

store for the Jews.
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God told Moses that this was

just the Beginning.

He showed Moses all what the

Jews would experience at the

hands of the sons of Essau the

Europeans and the sons of

Ishmael for the next 2000

years.

Moses saw the pogroms the

blood libels the killings of

millions of Jews culminating in

the holocaust with the Nazis
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murdering six million Jews and

one million Jewish children.

Moses saw the Europeans and

the Americans standing by

refusing to save the Jews.

They were making sure that

as many Jews as possible be

killed by the Nazis. So the

Jewish problem would be

solved..

Moses saw how the

Europeans slaughtered billions
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of non Jews in the last 2000

years.

Moses saw how the Church

translating from the Hebrew

distorted the scriptures to

vindicate the theology of the

Trinity.

Moses saw that all the mora

ethical passages in the New

Testament came from no other

source than the Talmud.
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The Church denied the origin of

all these passages coming from

the Talmud.

The Church ordered the

burning of the Talmud in order

to conceal the origin of all the

moral ethical passages of the

New Testament.

The Church forbade the

study of Greek and Roman

mystery religions and

philosophy, on the penalty of
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death ,in order to keep all the

citizens in the dark.

For 1000 years there

existed the dark ages. The

Church working hand in glove

with the monarchs did not

want the citizens to learn that

the ancient religions of Greece

Rome and India believed in a

theology similar to the theology

of the Trinity. The Grek Roman

Hindu Babylonian theology had
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a pantheon of gods, in addition

to the Father the Son and the

Holy Ghost. What Christianity

accomplished was to get rid of

the pantheon of gods.

Otherwise the theology is very

similar.

The Church and monarchs

believed that in order to keep

the their corruption it was

mandatory to keep the people

ignorant completely in the
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dark. Thinking and questioning

was forbidden under penalty of

being burned alive at the stake.

The year 16oo was ushered in

by burning a great philosopher

at the stake. These hash

measures were thought

necessary in order to maintain

the different classes and the

status quo. Otherwise, the

people would revolt.
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They preached what people

don't know does not hurt.

Knowledge is dangerous. This

suppression- dark ages- was

finally broken in the 1600s, the

age of the philosophers free

thinkers Deists The winds of

revolution in The Americas

both North America and South

America and the French

Revolution. The rise of Napolian
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and the transformation of

Europe.

However the winds of

progression were paralyzed in

1920s by economic cries and

stupidity of the Allies regarding

Germany after its defeat in

1918. The combination of

Allied stupidity and economic

crises set the stage for

Communism in Russia and the

Nazis in Germany. Fascism in
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Italy and Spain. This led to the

Second World War. The Second

World WAR was part two of the

First World War.

Over 100 million people in

addition to the six million Jews

and one million Jewish children

were killed during World War

two.

All this Moses was shown .[My

interpretation ]
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Moses could no longer remain

patient.

"How could you ? Where were

you during all the killings and

exile of the Jews.?" Moses

screamed out. [my

interpretation ]

God finally revealed the

resurrection of the State of

Israel in 1948. God revealed to

Moses how He preserved the

Jews from 1947-2016. How a
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He enabled the Jews to get

atom hydrogen neutron Torah

bombs. How Israel's 7 million

Jews can stand against 7 billion

non Jews all over the world.

All this God showed Moses.[my

interpretation]

This essay is a combination

from a few sources.

[1] The Interpretation of

Yoneson Ben Uziel on Bible

Deuternomy34:l,2,3,4 goes
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up to the destruction of the

Second temple by Rome .

[2] The Babylonian Talmud

Menochos 29b has the story of

God showing Moses the

creative scholarship of Rav

Akiva and his tragic death.

Moses is bewildered and

confronts God "This is Torah

and such is its reward?"

Malbim -living beginning of

1800s - at the end of Bible
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book of Daniel predicts from

his interpretation that there

will be World Wars- the wars

of Gog and Mogug that precede

the coming of the Messiah .

Starting in 1914 millions

would be killed . At the end

Jews would rebuild the State of

Israel Messiah would come and

the dead will be resurrected.

These are the sources I used for

this essay.
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